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Composition of Schedulability Analyses for
Real-Time Multiprocessor Systems

Jinkyu Lee, Member, IEEE , Kang G. Shin, Life Fellow, IEEE , Insik Shin, Member, IEEE , and Arvind
Easwaran

Abstract—With increasing popularity and deployment of multi-core chips in embedded systems, a number of real-time multiprocessor
scheduling algorithms have been proposed along with their schedulability analyses (or tests), which verify temporal correctness under
a specific algorithm. Each of these algorithms often comes with several different schedulability tests, especially when it is difficult to
find exact schedulability tests for the algorithm. Such tests usually find different task sets deemed schedulable even under the same
scheduling algorithm. While these different tests have been compared with each other in terms of schedulability performance, little
has been done on how to combine such different tests to improve the overall schedulability of a given scheduling algorithm beyond
a simple union of their individual schedulability. Motivated by this, we propose a composition theory for schedulability tests with two
new methods. The first method composes task-level timing guarantees derived from different schedulability tests, and the second one
derives system-level schedulability results from a single schedulability test. The unified composition theory with these two methods
then utilizes existing schedulability tests effectively so as to cover additional schedulable task sets. The proposed composition theory
is shown to be applicable to most existing preemptive/non-preemptive scheduling algorithms. We also present three case-studies,
demonstrating how and by how much the theory can improve schedulability by composing existing schedulability tests. Our evaluation
results also show that the composition theory makes it possible to cover up to 181.7% additional schedulable task sets for preemptive
fpEDF, preemptive EDF and non-preemptive EDF scheduling algorithms beyond their existing tests.

Keywords—Composition of schedulability analyses, real-time scheduling, real-time systems, multiprocessor systems
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1 INTRODUCTION

To keep pace with the growing deployment of multi-
core chips in embedded real-time systems, researchers
and practitioners have been paying considerable at-
tention to multiprocessor scheduling subject to timing
constraints. The multiprocessor scheduling algorithms
proposed thus far can be broadly classified as parti-
tioned or global. While partitioned scheduling restricts
each task to run only on a designated processor, global
scheduling allows a task to migrate from one processor
to another. While researchers have studied both types
of scheduling to exploit their advantages (see [1] for a
survey), we will in this paper focus on global scheduling,
especially in view of its potential for full utilization
of processors. Numerous global scheduling algorithms
have been proposed for higher processor utilization, less
preemption and migration overheads, and broader ac-
commodation of other non-functional task requirements
(e.g., preemptive or non-preemptive).

Schedulability analyses (or tests) have been developed
to guarantee the timing requirements of task sets under
each scheduling algorithm. Since it is in general difficult
to find exact deadline-miss conditions, each schedulabil-
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ity test determines, in a sufficient way, whether or not a
task set is schedulable (i.e., guaranteeing all deadlines).
The only known necessary and sufficient schedulability
test in global multiprocessor scheduling is intended for
a class of optimal scheduling algorithms with some
restrictions, which are preemptive scheduling (allowing
a higher-priority task to preempt a currently-executing
lower-priority task) and the implicit deadline task model
(in which the relative deadline of each task is the same
as the period of the task) [2–4]. As a result, different
sufficient schedulability tests have been developed for
various scheduling algorithms such as global preemptive
EDF [5]. A new schedulability test is expected to discover
additional schedulable task sets which are deemed un-
schedulable by the existing tests.

However, very few of them have explored how to
effectively utilize existing tests for better schedulability.
The only way known thus far to compose the tests is to
apply them sequentially; a task set is schedulable under a
scheduling algorithm if at least one of its schedulability
tests deems the task set schedulable. For example, sup-
pose that there are three schedulability tests AG, BG and
CG for a scheduling algorithm G as shown in Fig. 1(a). To
date, we can guarantee the schedulability of only those
task sets that are covered by AG, BG or CG.

Our goal of this paper is to develop a new theory
that effectively composes existing schedulability tests
to cover more schedulable task sets. For example, we
would like to find additional schedulable task sets not
covered by any of AG, BG and CG, by composing the
three schedulability tests in Fig. 1. For this, we must
pay attention to task (instead of set) level schedulability.
Although a test cannot guarantee the schedulability of
an entire task set, we can find from the test that some
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Schedulable task sets by G (not yet identified) 
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(a) Schedulable task sets proven by different tests AG, BG and CG 

Fig. 1. Three schedulability tests AG, BG and CG of a scheduling algorithm G on a 2-processor platform, and their
compositions

of the tasks cannot trigger the first deadline-miss. Such
task-level schedulability results can then be composed
towards the schedulability guarantee of the entire task
set. This way, we develop two composition methods. The
first method provides a theoretical basis for composing
task-level schedulability guarantees derived from differ-
ent schedulability tests. For example, suppose that a task
set {τ1, τ2, τ3} on a 2-processor platform scheduled by G
is not deemed schedulable by any of AG, BG and CG,
but AG and BG can provide information on task-level
schedulability as shown in Fig. 1(b). If we compose the
task-level schedulability results from AG and BG, no task
can trigger the first deadline-miss, and the composition
can therefore guarantee the schedulability of the task set
{τ1, τ2, τ3}.

The second method introduces system-level composi-
tion by applying a single schedulability test to a subset
of tasks on a subset of processors. For example, suppose
that the schedulability test CG itself cannot guarantee the
schedulability of a task set {τ4, τ5, τ6} on a 2-processor
platform scheduled by G, but it deems both {τ4, τ5} and
{τ5, τ6} schedulable on a 1-processor platform scheduled
by G, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Then, we can guarantee
that none of {τ4, τ5, τ6} triggers the first deadline miss
when the task set is executed on a 2-processor platform
scheduled by G. Our composition theory proves that if
a task set is schedulable on an m-processor platform
by G, the task set with any x additional tasks is also
schedulable on an (m + x)-processor platform by G,
which will be detailed in Section 3. Finally, we develop
a unified composition theory by combining these two
composition methods.

The main advantage of our composition theory is its
wide applicability; it can be applied to schedulability
tests of any global work-conserving regular scheduling
algorithm1 regardless whether it allows preemption or
not. In addition to deriving the best schedulability results
by applying the theory to all the existing schedulability
tests of a target scheduling algorithm, we may apply
the theory to only some of the tests, improving some
schedulability results without imposing additional time-
complexity. This is very useful for online schedulability

1. The terms, work-conserving and regular, will be defined and il-
lustrated in Section 2; most existing global scheduling algorithms are
work-conserving and regular.

guarantees, in which time-complexity matters much.
One may wonder how and by how much the compo-

sition theory improves the schedulability of individual
scheduling algorithms. Thus, we consider three preva-
lent scheduling algorithms (global preemptive EDF [5],
global preemptive fpEDF [6], global non-preemptive
EDF [7]), and then show how the composition theory
derives new task- and set-level schedulability guaran-
tees efficiently from existing schedulability tests of the
target algorithms. We also demonstrate via simulation
that the new schedulability guarantees derived by the
composition theory find additional schedulable task sets
that are not covered by the existing tests of the target
algorithms.

In summary, this paper makes the following two key
contributions.
• Development of a widely applicable composition

theory for schedulability analysis in real-time mul-
tiprocessor systems, which efficiently exploits exist-
ing tests for better schedulability; and

• Demonstration of the composition theory’s im-
provement of schedulability of popular scheduling
algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents our system model. Section 3 provides
an overview and classification of existing schedulability
tests, and develops the composition theory for schedu-
lability tests. Sections 4, 5 and 6 show how and by how
much the composition theory improves the schedulabil-
ity of three popular scheduling algorithms using their
existing schedulability tests. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS, AND NO-
TATIONS

In this paper we assume a sporadic task model [8], in
which task τi in a task set Φ is specified as (Ti, Ci, Di),
where Ti is the minimum separation, Ci the worst-case
execution time, and Di the relative deadline. We focus
on implicit (i.e., Ci ≤ Di = Ti) and constrained (i.e.,
Ci ≤ Di ≤ Ti) deadline tasks. A task τi invokes a series
of jobs, each separated from its predecessor/successor
by at least Ti time units. We assume that a job cannot be
executed in parallel.
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In this paper, we focus on (i) a multiprocessor platform
consisting of m identical processors; (ii) global work-
conserving scheduling algorithms under which a job can
be executed on any processor, and processors are not left
idle if there is a ready job; and (iii) regular scheduling
algorithms, defined as follows.

Definition 1: Suppose X is an m-processor platform,
and X ′ is a platform on which the number of available
processors is always at least m. A scheduling algorithm
G is said to be regular if every job J invoked by tasks
in a task set Φ satisfies RJ ≥ R′J , where RJ is the
duration between the release and the completion of J
when Φ is scheduled by G on a platform X and R′J is
the corresponding duration of the same job when Φ is
scheduled by G on another platform X ′.

Most, if not all, well-known global real-time schedul-
ing algorithms are regular, including preemptive/non-
preemptive RM (Rate Monotonic) [5], DM (Deadline
Monotonic) [9] and EDF [5], and preemptive fpEDF [6],
EDF-US [10], EDZL (Earliest Deadline first until Zero-
Laxity) [11], FPZL (Fixed Priority until Zero-Laxity) [12]
and LLF (Least Laxity First) [13]. Note that one can
synthetically construct irregular global work-conserving
algorithms by employing some degree of randomness
in prioritizing jobs, which are, in general, unuseful.
For completeness, the following lemma shows why the
above-mentioned algorithms are regular.

Lemma 1: The preemptive and non-preemptive EDF
algorithms are regular.

Proof: We prove the lemma by contradiction. We use
the same definitions of X and X ′ as those in Definition 1.

Suppose preemptive EDF is not regular and let t be the
first time instant such that a particular execution of a job
J∗ is finished at t when Φ is scheduled by a scheduling
algorithm G on X , while the corresponding execution
is not finished until t on X ′. This means that J∗ on X
executes in [t− 1, t), while J∗ on X ′ does not.

Under preemptive EDF, the priorities of jobs are de-
termined only by their deadlines, and the number of
available processors of X ′ is always no smaller than that
of X . Therefore, the only way for t to exist is that the
number of jobs with higher priority than J∗ on X ′ is
strictly larger than that on X in [t − 1, t), contradicting
the definition of t, i.e., every execution before t on X ′

is finished no later than the corresponding execution on
X . This proves the lemma for preemptive EDF.

When it comes to non-preemptive EDF, the main
difference is that we should count not only the number
of jobs with higher priority than J∗, but also the number
of jobs whose execution starts before t and has not been
finished until t. Such non-preemptive jobs can block
the execution of J∗ regardless of their priorities. This is
because, once a non-preemptive job starts its execution,
it does not stop. So, the definition of t also contradicts
for the same reason. This proves the lemma for non-
preemptive EDF.

Similar to preemptive/non-preemptive EDF, we can
prove the regularity of other algorithms.

In this paper, we restrict our attention to global work-
conserving regular scheduling algorithms, and therefore,
we will use the term “scheduling algorithm G” to mean
“global work-conserving regular scheduling algorithm
G.” For simplicity of presentation, let |A| be the cardi-
nality of A, and define δi = Ci/Di (called task density),
ui = Ci/Ti (called task utilization), Vi = Ci/max

(
0, Di−

maxτj∈τ Cj
)
, and Usys =

∑
τi∈τ ui (called task set uti-

lization). Also, we define three types of subsets of Φ as
follows:

Φy(τk) , Φ− {τi|y largest δi in Φ− {τk}}, (1)

Φ′y(τk) , Φ− {τi|y largest ui in Φ− {τk}}, and (2)

Φ′′y(τk) , Φ− {τi|y largest Vi in Φ− {τk}}. (3)

A schedulability test XG of a scheduling algorithm G
is said to dominate another schedulability test YG of G
when every task set deemed schedulable by YG is also
deemed schedulable by XG, but the converse does not
hold.

3 COMPOSITION THEORY FOR SCHEDULABIL-
ITY TESTS

This section details the development of our composition
theory for schedulability tests. We first overview and
then classify existing schedulability tests. Next, we de-
velop two independent methods for composing schedu-
lability tests, and finally utilize them to develop a new
unified composition theory.

3.1 Overview and classification of existing schedu-
lability tests
Before overviewing existing schedulability tests, we for-
mally define the schedulability of a task set as follows.

Definition 2: A task set Φ is said to be schedulable by a
scheduling algorithm G on an m-processor platform, if
no job invoked by tasks in Φ misses its deadline when
Φ is scheduled by G on the m-processor platform.

Schedulability tests determine if a given task set is
schedulable by a given algorithm on a given platform. To
make such a decision, most schedulability tests use the
following equivalent definition of schedulability instead
of Definition 2.

Definition 3: A task set Φ is said to be schedulable by
a scheduling algorithm G on an m-processor platform,
if for every task τk ∈ Φ, no job invoked by τk causes
the first deadline miss when Φ is scheduled by G on the
m-processor platform.

Using the above definition, schedulability tests find
necessary conditions for a job invoked by a task to
trigger the first deadline miss, subject to no deadline miss
for any other job. Then, a schedulability test regards
the task set schedulable if the test guarantees that all
individual jobs fail to satisfy the necessary conditions.

Depending on whether the identity of the task whose
job can trigger the first deadline miss is known or
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Per-task-based Utilization-based
Scheduling algorithm schedulability schedulability

tests tests
preemptive EDF [5] [14–18] [19–21]
non-preemptive EDF [7] [22–24] [25]
preemptive EDF-US [10] [10]
preemptive fpEDF [6] [6]
preemptive FP [5] [16, 18, 26] [27]
non-preemptive FP [7] [22, 28]
preemptive DM-DS [29] [27, 29]
preemptive EDZL [11] [30, 31] [32]
preemptive LLF [13] [31, 33, 34]

TABLE 1
Examples of per-task-based and utilization-based

schedulability tests

not, we classify existing schedulability tests as per-
task/utilization-based. The per-task schedulability test
checks for each individual task whether any of its jobs
can trigger the first deadline miss or not. Therefore,
although the per-task schedulability test may deem a
task set to be unschedulable, it is still possible for the
test to identify tasks in the set that cannot trigger the
first deadline miss. These are those tasks for which the
test was successful.

On the other hand, utilization-based schedulability
tests only indicate the schedulability of a given task
set; they do not distinguish each task’s capability of
triggering the first deadline miss. Typical examples of
per-task- and utilization-based schedulability tests are
shown in Table 1. For ease of understanding, we show
two schedulability tests of the preemptive EDF schedul-
ing algorithm, starting with a per-task-based schedula-
bility test as follows:

Lemma 2 (Theorem 7 in [18]): A task set Φ is schedula-
ble by preemptive EDF on an m-processor platform if
the following inequality holds for every task τk ∈ Φ:∑
τi∈Φ−{τk}

min
(
IEDF
k←i, Dk − Ck + 1

)
< m · (Dk − Ck + 1),

(4)

where IEDF
k←i is an upper-bound of the duration during

which jobs of τi block a job of τk in an interval between
the release time and deadline of the job of τk under
preemptive EDF; see [18] for detail.

If Eq. (4) is satisfied for a given task τk, the schedulabil-
ity test guarantees that no job invoked by τk triggers the
first deadline miss when Φ is scheduled by preemptive
EDF on an m-processor platform. This per-task behavior
holds even if the schedulability test in Lemma 2 deems
Φ (the entire task set) unschedulable.

The following lemma shows an example of utilization-
based schedulability tests.

Lemma 3 (Theorem 3 in [19]): A task set Φ is schedula-
ble by preemptive EDF on an m-processor platform if
the following inequality holds:∑

τi∈Φ

δi ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

δi. (5)

Unlike the schedulability test in Lemma 2, the
utilization-based test in Lemma 3 can only judge
whether Φ (the entire task set) is schedulable or not,
without indicating each task’s capability of triggering the
first deadline miss.

3.2 Composition theory

While many real-time scheduling algorithms have been
developed for multiprocessor platforms, their schedula-
bility tests are usually only sufficient, but not necessary.
To date, there are only a few multiprocessor scheduling
algorithms with exact schedulability tests (i.e., a class
of optimal algorithms for preemptive scheduling with
the implicit deadline task model [2–4]), and their exact
schedulability tests simply check if the system utilization
(Usys) is no greater than the number of processors (m).

Hence, various schedulability tests for each schedul-
ing algorithm have been developed to find additional
schedulable task sets that have not been covered by
existing schedulability tests. However, little has been
done on the effective utilization of existing schedulability
tests of a given algorithm for a tighter analysis.2 To date,
the only way to utilize different schedulability tests of a
given scheduling algorithm is to simply aggregate all
schedulability results, i.e., a task set is schedulable by a
given algorithm on a given platform, if at least one of
the existing schedulability tests guarantees the task set
to be schedulable.

Focusing on task-level schedulability, we develop two
methods for composing schedulability tests of a given
scheduling algorithm, which effectively utilize individ-
ual schedulability tests towards a tighter analysis. While
the first method addresses how to compose task-level
schedulability results of a given task set from different
schedulability tests, the second method addresses how to
derive new task-level schedulability results from a single
schedulability test. We then unify the two methods,
yielding a final composition theory.

The following lemma introduces the first method.

Lemma 4 (Task-level composition): A task set Φ is
schedulable by a scheduling algorithm G on an m-
processor platform, if for every τk ∈ Φ, there exists a
schedulability test XG of G such that XG guarantees
that no job invoked by τk triggers the first deadline miss
when Φ is scheduled by G on an m-processor platform.

Proof: For every τk ∈ Φ, there exists a schedulability
test which guarantees no job of τk will trigger the first
deadline miss. Therefore, no job of tasks in Φ triggers
the first deadline miss, thus making Φ schedulable.

The lemma is straightforward, but can improve
schedulability. The following example shows how the
lemma improves the schedulability by utilizing existing
tests.

2. One implicit composition of existing schedulability tests has been
introduced in the evaluation section of [35] without any proof, which
will be discussed briefly in Section 7.
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Example 1: Consider a task set Φ = {τ1(T1 = 2, C1 =
1, D1 = 2), τ2(5, 2, 5), τ3(5, 3, 5)}. All existing schedula-
bility tests of preemptive EDF [14–21] deem the en-
tire task set unschedulable by preemptive EDF on a
two-processor platform. However, Bar [17] (likewise
BeCi [16]) guarantees that no job invoked by τ1 (likewise
τ2 and τ3) triggers the first deadline miss, when Φ
is scheduled by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform.

Then, Lemma 4 with Bar and BeCi guarantees Φ to
be schedulable by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform, which is not guaranteed by any of the existing
preemptive EDF schedulability tests (including Bar and
BeCi) without this lemma.

Lemma 4 can be exploited only when per-task schedu-
lability tests are involved. However, the lemma will be
used even for utilization-based schedulability tests once
we incorporate it into the second method as presented
next.

Lemma 5 (System-level composition): Consider two dis-
joint task sets Φ′ and Φ′′. If no job of a given task τk in
Φ′ triggers the first deadline miss when Φ′ is scheduled
by an algorithm G on an m′-processor platform, no job
of the given task τk in Φ′ triggers the first deadline miss
when Φ′ ∪ Φ′′ is scheduled by G on an (m′ + |Φ′′|)-
processor platform.

Proof: Suppose that no job of a given task τk in Φ′
triggers the first deadline miss when Φ′ is scheduled by
G on an m′-processor platform, but the first deadline
miss is triggered by a job of τk in Φ′ at t when Φ′ ∪ Φ′′
is scheduled by G on an (m′ + |Φ′′|)-processor platform.

Since we focus on tasks with Di ≤ Ti, each task
has at most one unfinished job at any time before t.
Therefore, jobs of tasks in Φ′′ do not occupy more than
|Φ′′| processors at any time before t, meaning that at
least m′ processors are available for jobs invoked by
tasks in Φ′. Since we focus on global work-conserving
regular algorithms, the supposition implies no job of the
given task τk (∈ Φ′) triggers the first miss when Φ′ ∪Φ′′
is scheduled by G on an (m′ + |Φ′′|)-processor platform.
Therefore, the lemma holds.

The lemma implies that if Φ′ is schedulable by G on
an m′-processor platform, no job invoked by tasks in Φ′
triggers the first deadline miss when Φ′∪Φ′′ is scheduled
by G on an (m′+ |Φ′′|)-processor platform. Note that the
lemma makes no guarantee on the first deadline miss
for jobs invoked by tasks in Φ′′.

Note that the second method presented in Lemma 5
appears similar to the technique used for schedulability
tests of EDF-variant scheduling which gives the highest
priority to at most m − 1 designated tasks, such as
EDF(k) [19], EDF-US [10], and fpEDF [6]. For the algo-
rithms, since the schedulability of the highest-priority
tasks is guaranteed regardless of the remaining tasks,
their schedulability tests can virtually assign a processor
to each highest-priority task and find whether the re-
maining tasks are schedulable on the remaining proces-
sors. Unlike the technique that is specialized for the EDF-

variant algorithms with task-level priority changes, we
focus on a scheduling algorithm as it is without changing
the priority of the algorithm, and therefore Lemma 5
can be applied to any global work-conserving regular
algorithm.

We also note that it is challenging to generalize the
technique specialized for the EDF-variant algorithms to
any work-conserving regular algorithm. In this paper,
we address two major challenges: one is in Lemma 5,
where we use the “work-conserving regular” property to
show that system-level composition holds, and the other
is the monotonicity with respect to certain parameters
that allows us to make the composition test efficient,
which will be detailed in Sections 4, 5 and 6.

One may wonder how the above lemma can lead to
a tighter analysis using existing schedulability tests, and
hence, we present a simple illustrative example.

Example 2: Consider a task set Φ = {τ1(T1 = 2, C1 =
1, D1 = 2), τ2(3, 2, 3), τ3(6, 2, 6)}. All existing schedula-
bility tests of preemptive EDF [14–21] deem the task set
unschedulable by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform. However, GFB [19] (i.e., Lemma 3) deems
ΦA , {τ1, τ3} and ΦB , {τ2, τ3} schedulable by pre-
emptive EDF on a one-processor platform, respectively.

Then, by setting Φ′ = ΦA and Φ′′ = Φ− ΦA (Φ′ = ΦB
and Φ′′ = Φ− ΦB), Lemma 5 guarantees that no job in-
voked by τ1 and τ3 (τ2 and τ3) triggers the first deadline
miss when Φ is scheduled by preemptive EDF on a two-
processor platform. Therefore, no task’s job can trigger
the first deadline miss, implying that Φ is schedulable
by preemptive EDF on a two-processor platform.

By incorporating Lemma 5 into Lemma 4, we present
a final composition theory, which can potentially achieve
a tighter analysis than applying the lemmas separately.

Theorem 1 (Composition Theory): A task set Φ is
schedulable by a scheduling algorithm G on an m-
processor platform, if for every τk ∈ Φ, there exists a
task set Φ∗ and a schedulability test XG of G such that
(i) τk ∈ Φ∗ and Φ∗ ⊆ Φ; and

(ii) XG guarantees that no job invoked by τk triggers
the first deadline miss when Φ∗ is scheduled by G
on an (m− |Φ− Φ∗|)-processor platform.

Proof: By setting Φ′ = Φ∗ and Φ′′ = Φ−Φ∗, Lemma 5
guarantees that no job invoked by a given τk triggers
the first deadline miss. Since this holds for every τk ∈ Φ,
Lemma 4 guarantees that Φ is schedulable.

We illustrate how the theorem results in better schedu-
lability using the following example.

Example 3: Consider a task set Φ = {τ1(T1 = 10, C1 =
5, D1 = 10), τ2(3, 2, 3), τ3(8, 4, 8)}. All existing schedula-
bility tests of preemptive EDF [14–21] deem the task set
unschedulable by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform. However, Bar [17] guarantees that no job
invoked by τ2 triggers the first deadline miss when Φ
is scheduled by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform, and GFB [19] (i.e., Lemma 3) guarantees that
no job invoked by {τ1, τ3} triggers the first deadline miss
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when {τ1, τ3} is scheduled by G on a single-processor
platform.

Then, applying Lemma 4 or 5 does not guarantee the
schedulability of Φ. However, τ2 satisfies the condition of
Theorem 1 by Bar with Φ∗ = Φ, and τ1 and τ3 do by GFB
with Φ∗ = {τ1, τ3}. Therefore, Theorem 1 guarantees that
Φ is schedulable by preemptive EDF on a two-processor
platform.

While the proposed composition theory can be applied
to schedulability tests of any global work-conserving
regular scheduling algorithm regardless of its preemp-
tion policy (e.g., non-preemptive or preemptive), we will
show in the next three sections how and by how much
the composition theory can find additional schedulable
task sets by composing existing schedulability tests of a
scheduling algorithm. In particular, we will explain how
to derive better schedulability results without imposing
additional time-complexity, which is related to the way
to examine all possible Φ∗ efficiently. Also, we demon-
strate how to derive the best schedulability results using
the composition theory, which is the main contribution
of this paper.

4 CASE STUDY I: PREEMPTIVE FPEDF
Using our composition theory (Theorem 1), we can im-
prove the schedulability of any global work-conserving
regular algorithm. As an example, we show how and
by how much the composition theory can improve the
schedulability of preemptive fpEDF scheduling [6] using
the only existing schedulability test [6]. We first present
how to efficiently apply the composition theory to the
test. Then, we show via simulation average schedulabil-
ity improvement by our composition theory.

4.1 Composition theory to the preemptive fpEDF
schedulability test
The preemptive fpEDF scheduling algorithm [6] gives
the highest priority to the jobs invoked by tasks with
m − 1 largest δi (> 0.5), and prioritizes the remaining
jobs according to the preemptive EDF policy [5]. Then,
the following lemma presents the only existing schedu-
lability test of preemptive fpEDF.

Lemma 6 (Theorem 6 in [6]): A task set Φ is schedula-
ble by preemptive fpEDF on an m-processor platform if
either Eq. (6) or (7) holds:∑

τi∈Φ

δi ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

δi, (6)

∑
τi∈Φ

δi ≤
m

2
+ max
τi∈Φ

δi. (7)

Note that Lemma 6 holds only when m ≥ 2. If m = 1, the
RHS of Eq. (7) should be equal to 1. The time-complexity
of Lemma 6 is O(|Φ|).

To derive the maximum schedulability of a task set
Φ from Theorem 1 using the above schedulability test,
we may check all possible subsets Φ∗ (⊂ Φ) for the test.

However, such checks incur high time-complexity; for
a given size of subset Φ∗, the number of subsets to be
checked is

( |Φ|
|Φ∗|
)
, and hence, the total number of task sets

to be checked for Theorem 1 for each schedulability test
is
∑|Φ|
x=|Φ|−m+1

(|Φ|
x

)
, which is an exponential function of

|Φ|.
With a careful examination of the test, however, we

can derive the best schedulability result of a task without
checking all possible subsets, as stated in the following
lemma.

Lemma 7: Suppose that the scheduler is preemp-
tive fpEDF and the underlying schedulability test is
Lemma 6. Then, applying Theorem 1 for a given task
τk with all possible Φ∗ is equivalent to that only with
every Φy(τk) for 0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1, where Φy(τk) is defined
in Eq. (1).

Proof: Suppose there exists a task set Φ∗ that contains
τk and satisfies (i) Eq. (6) or (ii) Eq. (7) on an (m− |Φ−
Φ∗|)-processor platform. We prove that a corresponding
Φy(τk) satisfies the condition on the same platform.

For Case (i), if Φ∗ contains a task with the largest δi
(denoted by τx) among tasks in Φ−{τk}, we exchange the
task in Φ∗ with a task with the smallest δi (denoted by
τy) among tasks in Φ−Φ∗. The exchange between τx and
τy decreases the LHS of Eq. (6) and does not decrease
the RHS of Eq. (6), implying that Φ∗ with the exchange
satisfies Eq. (6) on an (m− |Φ−Φ∗|)-processor platform.
We repeat this exchange for the 2nd, 3rd, · · · , |Φ − Φ∗|th
largest δi among tasks in Φ−{τk}. Then, Φ∗ with all the
exchanges done is the same as Φy(τk) for y = |Φ − Φ∗|.
Note that we do not care for |Φ−Φ∗| ≥ m; in such a case,
there is no available processor (i.e., m− |Φ− Φ∗| ≤ 0).

For Case (ii), we perform the same exchange as Case
(i). The exchange between τx and τy decreases the LHS
of Eq. (7) by δx − δy , but decreases the RHS by at most
δx − δy since maxτi∈Φ∗ δi after the exchange is larger
than, or equal to δy . Then, Φ∗ with the exchange still
satisfies Eq. (7) on an (m− |Φ−Φ∗|)-processor platform.
Similar to Case (i), we repeat such an exchange for the
2nd, 3rd, · · · , |Φ−Φ∗|th largest δi among tasks in Φ−{τk},
and finally Φ∗ with all the exchanges is the same as
Φy(τk) for y = |Φ− Φ∗|.

By Cases (i) and (ii), the lemma holds.

Thanks to Lemma 7, deriving a new schedulability
condition of a given task from the test in Lemma 6
requires only m task sets (instead of all possible subsets)
to be checked. Besides, it requires only O(|Φ|) time-
complexity to test the m task sets. That is, while a naive
approach requires O(|Φ| · m) time-complexity because
the test in Lemma 6 itself needs O(|Φ|) time-complexity,
we reduce it by O(|Φ|) if we store

∑
τi∈Φy(τk) δi for the

next set (
∑
τi∈Φy+1(τk) δi). Then, the composition theory

derives a new closed-form preemptive fpEDF schedula-
bility test from Lemma 6 without imposing additional
time-complexity, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (new preemptive fpEDF schedulability test): A
task set Φ is schedulable by preemptive fpEDF on an
m-processor platform if either Eq. (8) or (9) holds:
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∑
τi∈Φ

δ′i ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

δi, (8)

∑
τi∈Φ

δ′′i ≤
m

2
+ max
τi∈Φ

δi, (9)

where δ′k = min
(
δk, 1−maxτi∈Φ δi

)
, if τk belongs to tasks with

m-1 largest δi in Φ−{τmax},
δk, otherwise,

(10)

δ′′k = min
(
δk, 0.5

)
, if τk belongs to tasks with

m-2 largest δi in Φ−{τmax},
δk, otherwise,

(11)

and τmax is a task with the largest δi in Φ.

Proof: Case (i): We first show that if Eq. (8) is
satisfied, then for every task τk in Φ, there exists a task
set Φ∗ such that τk ∈ Φ∗ and Φ∗ ⊆ Φ hold and the test
in Theorem 2 guarantees that no job of τk triggers the
first deadline miss when Φ∗ is scheduled by preemptive
fpEDF on an (m− |Φ− Φ∗|)-processor platform.

Suppose that Eq. (8) holds. Let Φ∗ denote {τmax} ∪
{τk ∈ Φ − {τmax}|min

(
δk, 1 − maxτi∈Φ δi

)
= δk}. Then,

min
(
δk, 1−maxτi∈Φ δi

)
= 1−maxτi∈Φ δi holds for every

task τk in Φ−Φ∗. Therefore, if we deduct 1−maxτi∈Φ δi
for every τk ∈ Φ−Φ∗ in both the LHS and RHS in Eq. (8),
the final condition is the same as Eq. (6) for Φ∗ and (m−
|Φ− Φ∗|)-processors as follows:∑

τi∈Φ

δ′i ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

δi

⇒
∑
τi∈Φ∗

δi ≤ (m− |Φ− Φ∗|)− (m− |Φ− Φ∗|−1) ·max
τi∈Φ

δi

⇔
∑
τi∈Φ∗

δi ≤ (m− |Φ− Φ∗|)− (m− |Φ− Φ∗|−1) · max
τi∈Φ∗

δi,

(12)

which implies a success in meeting the schedulability of
τmax.

The schedulability for other tasks can be met by
exchanging a task in Φ∗ with a task in Φ − Φ∗. That is,
if Φ − Φ∗ contains a task with the xth largest δi among
tasks in Φ (denoted by τmax:x), we exchange τmax in Φ∗
with τmax:x in Φ − Φ∗. Such an exchange decreases the
LHS of the final condition of Eq. (12) and increases the
RHS, implying the final condition of Eq. (12) holds for
the new Φ∗. Therefore, we satisfy the schedulability for
every task τi ∈ Φ is guaranteed by Lemma 6.

Case (ii): Suppose Eq. (9) holds. The proof is similar to
Case (i), and therefore, we only give a high-level account
of Eq. (9) using Eq. (8). If we focus on the RHS of Eq. (6)
and that of Eq. (7), (i.e., m · (1−maxτi∈Φ δi) + maxτi∈Φ δi
vs. m · 0.5 + maxτi∈Φ δi), they are respectively reduced
by 1−maxτi∈Φ δi and 0.5 whenever m is reduced by 1.
Therefore, while we benefit by excluding a processor and
a task with δi > 1−maxτi∈Φ δi repeatedly until there is

only one processor (resulting in Eq. (8) from Eq. (6)), we
do the same thing for a task with δi > 0.5 (resulting in
Eq. (9) from Eq. (7)).

Note that the time-complexity of Theorem 2 is O(|Φ|),
which is the same as that of Lemma 6.

4.2 Task set generation
To evaluate the schedulability improvement by our com-
position theory, we generate task sets based on a tech-
nique proposed earlier [36], which has also been used
in many previous studies (e.g., see [18, 34, 37]). We have
three input parameters: (a) the number of processors m
(2, 4 or 8), (b) the task system (constrained or implicit
deadline), and (c) individual task utilization (Ci/Ti)
distribution (bimodal with parameter: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or
0.9, or exponential with parameter: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or
0.9). For a given bimodal parameter p, a value for Ci/Ti
is uniformly chosen in [0, 0.5) with probability p, and in
[0.5, 1) with probability 1 − p. For a given exponential
parameter 1/λ, a value for Ci/Ti is chosen according to
the exponential distribution whose probability density
function is λ · exp(−λ · x).

For each task, Ti is uniformly chosen in [1, Tmax =
1000], Ci is chosen based on the bimodal or exponential
parameter, and Di is uniformly chosen in [Ci, Ti] for
constrained deadline task systems or Di is equal to Ti
for implicit deadline task systems.

For each combination of (a), (b) and (c), we repeat the
following procedure and generate 10,000 task sets, thus
resulting in 100,000 task sets for any given m and the
type of task sets.

1) Initially, we generate a set of m+ 1 tasks.
2) In order to exclude unschedulable sets, we check

whether the generated task set can pass a necessary
feasibility condition [38].

3) If it fails to pass the feasibility test, we discard the
generated task set and return to Step 1. Otherwise,
we include this set for evaluation. Then, this task
set serves as a basis for the next new set; we create
a new set by adding a new task into an already
created and tested set, and return to Step 2.

Then, Figs. 2(a) and (b) illustrate the distribution of the
generated task sets according to the task set utilization
(Usys) for m = 4. The trend for the distribution of other
m is similar to the figures.

These generated sets will be used to evaluate the
schedulability improvement by the composition the-
ory for preemptive fpEDF, preemptive EDF and non-
preemptive EDF, respectively in Sections 4.3, 5.2 and 6.2.

4.3 Evaluation of schedulability improvement
Now, we evaluate how much the composition theory in
Theorem 1 improves the schedulability of preemptive
fpEDF. Since Lemma 6 is the only existing schedulability
test, we compare the average schedulability results by
the test with those by the composition theory with the
test (i.e., Theorem 2). The former and latter are annotated
as fpEDF and fpEDF-comp, respectively. For evaluation,
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(a) m = 4, constrained deadline task sets
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(b) m = 4, implicit deadline task sets

Fig. 2. Generated task sets
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(a) m = 4, fpEDF vs. fpEDF-comp
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Fig. 3. Schedulability results of preemptive fpEDF schedulability tests for constrained deadline task sets

Implicit deadline task sets
fpEDF [6] fpEDF-comp

# of sched. sets: m = 4 44871 56074
# of sched. sets: m = 8 31609 45940

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|)
Constrained deadline task sets

fpEDF [6] fpEDF-comp
# of sched. sets: m = 4 17942 32102
# of sched. sets: m = 8 8952 25217

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|)

TABLE 2
The number of schedulable task sets by, and
time-complexity of fpEDF and fpEDF-comp

we test 100,000 implicit and constrained task sets for
each of m, as described in Section 4.2.

Table 2 summarizes the time-complexity and the num-
ber of schedulable task sets of fpEDF and fpEDF-comp
for both implicit and constrained deadline task sets. In
particular, Fig. 3 exhibits more detailed schedulability
results for constrained deadline task sets. Each figure
consists of several plots, each showing the number of

task sets proven schedulable by each schedulability test,
with task set utilization (Usys) in the interval [Usys−0.01·
m, Usys + 0.01 ·m).

As shown in Table 2, and Figs. 3(a) and (b), fpEDF-
comp finds a large number of additional schedulable
task sets which are deemed unschedulable by fpEDF.
In particular, the schedulability improvements are 78.9%
and 181.7% for constrained deadline task sets when
m = 4 and 8, respectively. Since fpEDF is the only
existing schedulability test of fpEDF, our composition
theory significantly improves the schedulability of the
algorithm. Also, such improvement does not increase
time-complexity in that the time-complexity of both tests
is O(|Φ|), as shown in the table.

5 CASE STUDY II: PREEMPTIVE EDF
While Section 4 was concerned with how and by how
much the composition theory improves the schedulabil-
ity of preemptive fpEDF, this section shows them for
preemptive EDF [5]. Unlike preemptive fpEDF, there
are many existing schedulability tests for preemptive
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EDF, and hence, the composition theory can fully uti-
lize Lemma 4 (composition of task-level schedulability
results from different tests) as well as Lemma 5 (compo-
sition of system-level schedulability results from a single
test).

5.1 Application of composition theory to the pre-
emptive EDF schedulability tests

The preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm [5] prioritizes
jobs according to their deadlines, and schedules them
preemptively. There have been many schedulability tests
of preemptive EDF developed thus far [14–21]. We
choose two schedulability tests [19, 20], and show how
the composition theory in Theorem 1 efficiently derives
new task-level schedulability results from the chosen
tests.

We have already presented a schedulability test of [19]
in Lemma 3. Similar to Lemma 7 for the schedulability
test in Lemma 6, we can derive the best new task-
level schedulability results without checking all possible
subsets as follows.

Lemma 8: Suppose the scheduler is preemptive EDF
and the underlying schedulability test is the one in
Lemma 3. Then, applying Theorem 1 for a given task
τk with all possible Φ∗ for the test is equivalent to that
only with every Φy(τk) for 0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1, where Φy(τk)
is defined in Eq. (1).

Proof: The proof is the same as Case (i) in Lemma 7.

Lemma 8 helps efficiently derive a new schedulability
condition of a given task from the test in Lemma 3; we
need to investigate only m task sets in order to derive the
best task-level schedulability results for a task. Then, the
naive approach for the investigation requires O(m · |Φ|),
but we can reduce the time-complexity, as stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 3 (new preemptive EDF schedulability test): A
task set Φ is schedulable by preemptive EDF on an
m-processor platform if Eq. (8) holds.

Proof: The lemma holds by Case (i) of the proof of
Theorem 2.

Note that the time-complexity of the theorem is only
O(|Φ|), which is the same as that of Lemma 3.

We now show how to select subsets to be checked for
Theorem 1 when we apply another schedulability test of
preemptive EDF. The test has been derived based on the
force-forward demand bound function (ffdbf) as stated
in the following lemma.

Lemma 9 ([20], summarized in Theorem 6 in [35]):
A task set Φ is schedulable by preemptive EDF on
an m-processor platform if there exists σ such that
maxτi∈Φ δi ≤ σ <

m−
P
τi∈Φ ui

m−1 − ε (with an arbitrarily
small ε) holds along with the following condition:

ffdbf(t, σ)
t

≤ (m− (m− 1) · σ),∀t ≥ 0, (13)

where ffdbf(t, σ) ,
(⌊ t−Di

Ti

⌋
+ 1
)
· Ci

+ σ ·max
(

0, (t−Di) mod Ti − Ti +
Ti
σ

)
.

(14)

The authors of [20, 35] described how to reduce the
search space of t and σ. The overall time-complexity of
the test in Lemma 9 is proven to be pseudo-polynomial.
Note that the schedulability test in Lemma 9 is a gen-
eralization of that in Lemma 3; they are equivalent for
implicit deadline task sets, and the former dominates the
latter for constrained deadline task sets at the expense
of high time-complexity.

Unlike Lemma 8, we cannot find an efficient way to
search all possible Φ∗’s. This is because, while the test
in Lemma 3 is simply a function of every δi, that in
Lemma 9 needs to investigate Eq. (13) for all possible
t and σ. Therefore, without an exhaustive search, it is
difficult to identify which task should be removed to
minimize the LHS of Eq. (13).

Fortunately, we observe that
∑
τi∈Φ δi and

∑
τi∈Φ ui

are, respectively, an upper-bound and a lower-bound
of the LHS of Eq. (13). Using this observation, we use
the following heuristics to identify “good” subsets to
investigate for testing: (i) every Φy(τk) in Eq. (1) for
0 ≤ y ≤ m − 1 and (ii) every Φ′y(τk) in Eq. (2) for
0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1. Then, we only check 2 ·m task sets, im-
proving tractability but missing some potential task-level
schedulability conditions that can be obtained by the
composition theory. The following theorem records the
independent schedulability test derived from Lemma 9
using the composition theory.

Theorem 4 (new preemptive EDF schedulability test):
A task set Φ is schedulable by preemptive EDF on
an m-processor platform if for each task τk, there
exists Φy(τk) or Φ′y(τk), which satisfies Lemma 9 on an
(m− y)-processor platform (0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1).

Proof: By Theorem 1, the theorem holds.

5.2 Evaluation of schedulability improvement
We now evaluate the quantitative improvement of pre-
emptive EDF schedulability by the composition the-
ory. Unlike preemptive fpEDF, there are many exist-
ing schedulability tests for preemptive EDF. We anno-
tate them as GFB [19] (i.e., Lemma 3), BCL [18] (i.e.,
Lemma 2), Bak [14], BeCi [16], Bar [17] and BBM [20]
(i.e., Lemma 9). To represent the aggregate result of the
existing tests, let Sum denote a test which deems a given
task set schedulable if at least one of the existing tests
guarantees the test set to be schedulable. Note that Sum
is the best schedulability result without our composition
method. To show the schedulability improvement of
individual schedulability tests by our composition the-
ory, let GFB-comp and BBM-comp respectively denote
Theorems 3 and 4, derived from Lemmas 3 (GFB) and
9 (BBM) using the composition theory. Finally, let Comp
denote a test that composes all the existing schedulability
tests by the composition theory in Theorem 1. Since there
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Implicit deadline task sets
GFB = Bak = BBM GFB-comp = BBM-comp BCL BeCi Bar Sum Comp

# of sched. sets
m = 2 43944 52538 20999 47043 55278 59116 60661
m = 4 21938 30237 11528 32784 28945 36743 37359
m = 8 11703 18614 6261 23807 16243 25401 25636

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|2) PP PP PP PP
running time (ms)

m = 2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.44 0.36 0.33
m = 4 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.36 0.27 0.30
m = 8 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.41 0.28 0.50

Constrained deadline task sets
GFB GFB-comp BCL Bak BeCi Bar BBM BBM-comp Sum Comp

# of sched. sets
m = 2 15052 22359 9705 8741 34450 32583 28246 39510 40757 43781
m = 4 4153 9255 4633 2011 19674 11420 8900 18113 20559 22066
m = 8 1095 3878 2177 405 11948 3995 2744 8832 12108 12614

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|2) O(|Φ|3) PP PP PP PP PP PP
running time (ms)

m = 2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.08 1.21 1.28 0.35 0.17
m = 4 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 1.23 1.37 0.60 0.25
m = 8 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.06 1.29 1.57 0.83 0.56

TABLE 3
The number of schedulable task sets by, time-complexity of, and average running time of schedulability tests for

preemptive EDF (PP means “pseudo-polynomial”)
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(a) m = 2, tests with low time-complexity
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(b) m = 4, tests with low time-complexity
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(c) m = 2, tests with high time-complexity
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(d) m = 4, tests with high time-complexity

Fig. 4. Schedulability results of preemptive EDF schedulability tests for constrained deadline task sets
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are exponential ways to apply the composition theory,
we test only Φy(τk) and Φ′y(τk) for 0 ≤ y ≤ m − 1, for
each task τk. We will discuss the time-complexity issue
in Section 7.

For evaluation, we use the same 100,000 implicit and
constrained task sets for each m, presented in Section 4.2.
Table 3 shows time-complexity and the overall schedu-
lability performance—the number of schedulable task
sets by each schedulability test. Fig. 4 shows average
schedulability results for constrained deadline task sets
for m = 2 and 4. Each figure consists of several plots,
each showing the number of task sets proven schedula-
ble by each schedulability test, with task set utilization
(Usys) in the interval [Usys − 0.01 ·m,Usys + 0.01 ·m).

First, we show how much the composition theory can
improve individual schedulability tests by deriving new
schedulability tests. As shown in Table 3, and Figs. 4(a)
and (b), there is a significant difference between the
number of schedulable task sets by an existing schedula-
bility test GFB and its corresponding schedulability test
GFB-comp derived using the composition theory. That
is, GFB-comp finds 48.5% and 122.9% additional schedu-
lable constrained deadline task sets which are deemed
unschedulable by GFB for m = 2 and 4, respectively.
In particular, GFB-comp, which has the lowest time-
complexity among all schedulability tests of preemptive
EDF as shown in Table 3, outperforms all low time-
complexity tests GFB, BCL and Bak. Therefore, GFB-
comp is useful when the time-complexity matters, e.g.,
adaptive systems with admission control.

Such improvements are also seen under BBM-comp,
which is derived from a schedulability test BBM us-
ing the composition theory. As shown in Table 3 and
Figs. 4(c) and (d), the improvements of BBM-comp over
BBM are 40.4% and 104.1%, respectively, for m = 2 and
4 with constrained deadline task sets. Also, BBM-comp
becomes the best (m = 2) or one of the best (m = 4)
single schedulability tests as shown in the same figures
and Table 3.

So far, we have confirmed that if the composition
theory is applied to a given schedulability test, the
newly-derived schedulability tests significantly improve
average schedulability of task sets. For preemptive EDF,
there are many existing schedulability tests as shown
in Table 3. Therefore, we can improve schedulability
more by applying the composition theory across exist-
ing schedulability tests (i.e., Lemma 4), and such an
improvement can be seen via Comp as stated below.

As shown in Table 3, BeCi is the best single schedula-
bility test of existing schedulability tests (note that BBM-
comp and GFB-comp are derived by the composition
theory). If we simply aggregate the schedulability results
from the existing tests, Sum finds 18.3% and 4.5% addi-
tional constrained deadline task sets, which are deemed
unschedulable by the best single schedulability test for
m = 2 and 4, respectively. When the composition theory
is applied, the schedulability improvement of Comp over
the best single schedulability test is more pronounced:
27.1% and 12.2% improvements with constrained dead-
line task sets for m = 2 and 4, respectively.

We also measured the average running time of each
schedulability test on Intel Xeon CPU E31230 with
8.00GB RAM, and summarized the results in Table 3
where Sum and Comp are shown not to take much
time. That is, the average running time of Sum is strictly
smaller than the simple sum of the running times of
existing schedulability tests, because, if a task set is
deemed schedulable by a schedulability test with low
time-complexity, we need not run other schedulability
tests with high time-complexity, for the test set. The same
holds for Comp, when it checks per-task schedulability.
Therefore, our compositional theory requires reasonable
running times as shown in the table.

In summary, the composition theory developed in this
paper effectively utilizes existing schedulability tests to
not only derive new schedulability tests that outper-
form the corresponding existing tests without incur-
ring additional time-complexity, but also find additional
schedulable task sets that are not deemed schedulable by
existing tests. Therefore, for both situations where time-
complexity matters and does not matter, the composition
theory improves schedulability guarantees.

6 CASE STUDY III: NON-PREEMPTIVE EDF
While Sections 4 and 5 demonstrate the effectiveness of
the composition theory for preemptive scheduling algo-
rithms, this section deals with a popular non-preemptive
scheduling algorithm, i.e., non-preemptive EDF.

6.1 Composition theory to non-preemptive EDF
schedulability tests

The non-preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm priori-
tizes jobs by their deadlines, and once a job starts its
execution, it will run to completion without getting pre-
empted by any other job. The following lemma presents
a popular utilization-based schedulability test for non-
preemptive EDF.

Lemma 10 (Theorem 1 in [25]): A task set Φ is schedu-
lable by non-preemptive EDF on an m-processor plat-
form if Eq. (15) holds:∑

τi∈Φ

Vi ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

Vi. (15)

Then, similar to Lemmas 7 and 8, we can apply the
composition theory to Lemma 10, without incurring
exponential time-complexity, as stated in the following
lemma.

Lemma 11: Suppose the scheduler is non-preemptive
EDF and the underlying schedulability test is that in
Lemma 10. Then, applying Theorem 1 for a given task
τk with all possible Φ∗ for the test is equivalent to that
only with every Φ′′y(τk) for 0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1, where Φ′′y(τk)
is defined in Eq. (3).

Proof: The proof is the same as Case (i) of the proof
of Lemma 7 if we replace δi with Vi.
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Implicit deadline task sets
Bar06 Bar06-comp LeSh GYG LeAn Sum Comp

# of sched. sets
m = 2 5970 7188 24281 19100 26226 27531 27680
m = 4 1080 1546 14524 8044 14041 15991 16281
m = 8 185 268 8457 4045 7613 9083 9353

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|) PP PP PP PP PP
running time (ms)

m = 2 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.15 0.26 0.34 0.23
m = 4 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.23 0.84 1.06 0.71
m = 8 0.03 0.03 0.24 0.44 4.26 4.82 3.26

Constrained deadline task sets
Bar06 Bar06-comp LeSh GYG LeAn Sum Comp

# of sched. sets
m = 2 1253 1614 10852 9020 10766 11506 11570
m = 4 106 168 5653 4212 5117 5918 5987
m = 8 1 5 2929 1998 2343 3030 3076

Time-complexity O(|Φ|) O(|Φ|) PP PP PP PP PP
running time (ms)

m = 2 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.05
m = 4 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.30 0.12
m = 8 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.22 0.64 0.92 0.36

TABLE 4
The number of schedulable task sets by, time-complexity of, and average running time of schedulability tests for

non-preemptive EDF (PP means “pseudo-polynomial”)
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Fig. 5. Schedulability results of non-preemptive EDF schedulability tests for implicit deadline task sets

Besides the efficient way to derive task-level schedu-
lability results, we can derive new schedulability results
from Lemma 6 using the composition theory as follows.

Theorem 5 (new non-preemptive EDF schedulability test):
A task set Φ is schedulable by non-preemptive EDF on
an m-processor platform if maxτi∈Φ Vi ≤ 1 holds and
Eq. (16) holds:∑

τi∈Φ

V ′i ≤ m− (m− 1) ·max
τi∈Φ

Vi, (16)

where V ′k = min
(
Vk, 1−maxτi∈Φ Vi

)
, if τk belongs to tasks with

m-1 largest Vi in Φ−{τmax},
Vk, otherwise,

(17)

Proof: We do not consider a task set with
maxτi∈Φ Vi > 1 since the task set trivially violates

Eq. (15). Then, by replacing δi with Vi in Case (i) of the
proof of Theorem 2, this follows.
Note that the time-complexity of Theorem 5 is only
O(|Φ|), which is the same as Lemma 10.

6.2 Evaluation of schedulability improvement
To evaluate the schedulability improvement by the com-
position theory, we test the same 100,000 implicit and
constrained task sets for each m in Section 4.2. We eval-
uate all the existing non-preemptive EDF schedulability
tests: Bar06 (Lemma 10) [25], GYG [22], LeAn [23] and
LeSh [24]. Also, let Sum denote a test which guarantees
the schedulability of a given task set if at least one
of Bar06, GYG, LeAn and LeSh deems the task set
schedulable. We also annotate the new test derived from
Bar06 using the composition theory, as Bar06-comp, and
let Comp denote a test that applies the composition
theory to the all the existing schedulability tests. To
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address the time-complexity issue, we test only Φy(τk),
Φ′y(τk) and Φ′′y(τk) for 0 ≤ y ≤ m− 1, for each task τk.

We summarize the time-complexity and the number of
schedulable task sets in Table 4 and Fig. 5. First, when
Bar06-comp is compared with Bar06, the former signif-
icantly improves the schedulability guarantees, without
imposing additional time-complexity. Since Bar06 is the
only existing low-time-complexity non-preemptive EDF
schedulability test, Bar06-comp is very useful when
online timing guarantees are required. Also, as in Sec-
tion 5.2, Table 4 demonstrates that our composition
theory for non-preemptive EDF also exhibits reasonable
running times.

In addition to the improvement of a single schedula-
bility test, the composition theory enables coverage of
additional schedulable task sets. That is, compared to
Sum, Comp finds up to 3.0% additional schedulable task
sets by non-preemptive EDF.

7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel composition
theory for schedulability tests that consists of two com-
position methods. While we have demonstrated the ap-
plication and impact of the theory with a limited number
of examples, it can also be used for schedulability tests
of any global work-conserving regular multiprocessor
scheduling algorithm.

Since a naive approach to applying Theorem 1 incurs
exponential time-complexity, we addressed this issue
by finding representative subsets that yield the same
schedulability results as the exhaustive search (e.g., Lem-
mas 7, 8 and 11), or applying only some subsets at the
expense of potential schedulability loss (e.g., Theorem 4).
Our choice of subsets (i.e., Φy(τk), Φ′y(τk) and Φ′′y(τk))
is shown to be effective in terms of finding additional
schedulable task sets.

In future, we would like to develop a more general
composition theory. We will consider re-use of the re-
sponse time derived from different schedulability tests.
This is implicitly used in the evaluation section of [35]
without any proof. We would like to formalize the
development of a response-time-based composition, and
incorporate it in the two composition methods presented
in this paper. We expect a unified composition theory
with these three methods to be more effective than what
we have presented in this paper.
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